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Abstract

This paper uses data from a mixed-methods research project which explored the views and experiences of students in Northern Ireland and Wales on the assessment and reform of GCSEs. The research found that while students were generally supportive of the substance of the reforms in each region, they raised concerns about the rapid pace of reform, and questioned whether changes were in their best interests. Participants expressed particular anxiety about the end of three-country regulation of GCSEs and the consequences of this development for students. As those most affected by changes to qualifications, they wanted a greater role in determining national assessment policies. Considering the impact of such reforms on young people, and recognising the important perspectives they can offer on how qualifications are enacted in practice, it is argued that the concept of student voice should be broadened to accommodate young people’s involvement in national assessment and educational decisions.
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**Introduction**

GCSEs are the main examinations taken by students at age 16 in England, Northern Ireland (NI) and Wales. Since their inception in 1988, GCSEs have been a ‘common’ examination (Gipps et al., 1986), jointly regulated by governments in these regions. However, this all came to an abrupt end in 2013, following a series of policy disagreements between England, Northern Ireland and Wales regarding plans for GCSE reform. The consequence is that while the label of ‘GCSE’ is used across the three regions, for the first time there are differences in the ways that students can achieve the qualification, which has major implications for the portability of GCSEs across England, Northern Ireland and Wales – meaning that qualifications obtained in one region may not be seen as equal currency in another. This paper considers a significant gap in the educational assessment and policy literature by focusing on the consequences of assessment policy reform from the perspectives of students, particularly in this case from students in Northern Ireland and Wales. While some existing research addresses students’ views or experiences of particular assessment techniques, it is rare for their perspectives on assessment policy and/or its reform to be given consideration (Elwood et al., 2017). It is argued that not only do young people have a right for their views to be given due weight on public policy issues that affect them, but also that they have notable perspectives which can make an important contribution to our understanding of assessment policy implementation and success (Elwood, 2013).

The paper situates the debates around assessment policy reform within the context of devolved government arrangements for assessment and qualifications policy. The central UK government has devolved particular public policy responsibilities to the separate jurisdictions of the UK (England, Northern Ireland, Wales and Scotland). Such a context of devolved
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3 Scotland is not considered in this paper as it has its own curriculum and assessment systems and also the project reported on focused on Northern Ireland and Wales with specific comparison to England as all three jurisdictions support GCSEs.
policy making locates assessment policy reform within contexts of complex local processes driven by a range of different and competing factors and influences which force difficult decisions about the adequacy and appropriateness of existing assessment arrangements for local needs (Raffe & Spours, 2007). It also highlights how different priorities and ideological positions on the purposes of education are articulated through assessment reform programmes (Cadwallader & Tremain, 2013). So for example, while the significant changes taking place in England tend to emphasise the role of qualifications for school accountability measures (Gove, 2013), those taking place in Northern Ireland and Wales tend to focus more on the principles of inclusion and motivation (CCEA, 2013; Welsh Government, 2012), suggesting a greater emphasis on the needs of learners for the local contexts within which they are being educated. However, most of the rhetoric around these policy positions ignores the views of those most affected by them. This paper considers these assertions about the values inherent in qualification reform through a critical lens, by considering whether students in Northern Ireland and Wales perceive the current reforms as relevant and in their best interests.

**Context: GCSE Policy Reform across England, Northern Ireland and Wales**

In recent years there has emerged an interesting situation where students in England, Northern Ireland and Wales are studying for the same qualification, labelled ‘GCSE’ but their experience of these qualifications are very different depending on where students live and on their teachers’ choice of examination specifications and awarding organisations. This examination will no longer be common between the students who take it.

Until recently GCSEs were regulated on a three country basis: there was collaboration between Ofqual, the regulatory body for England, the Welsh Government, and the Council for Curriculum, Examinations and Assessment (CCEA), the qualifications regulator for
Northern Ireland. However, from 2010, political and educational disagreements regarding the fundamental purposes and quality of GCSEs emerged, and by 2013 they forced the collapse of three-country regulation. Since then, major (but not the same) reforms to GCSEs have been implemented in England, Northern Ireland and Wales. The consequence is that for the first time there are differences in the ways that students can achieve a GCSE across the three regions.

**Reform of GCSEs: England**

In May 2010 a coalition UK government between the Conservative and Liberal Democratic parties was formed and the centrepiece of its education agenda was a concentration on reforming qualifications to make sure that ‘existing qualifications are rigorous, challenging and properly prepare our young people for life, work and study’ (Gibb, 2010). To meet the criteria of ‘rigorous and challenging’, the Department for Education in England specifically expressed concern about the structure of national examinations, notably course structures (modularity vs. linearity) and resits. They also raised concern about the use of early entry possibilities, where students are entered for some elements of the examinations in earlier sittings rather than all at the end of the two-year course. Both resits and early entry were practices seen as ways in which schools sought to raise examination outcomes and better their performance measures for accountability systems (Department for Education, 2010). Since 2012 the following major changes have been rolled out with regard to GCSEs in England: substantive reviews of syllabus content for core subjects to make GCSEs more rigorous; the re-introduction of linear qualifications (taken wholly at the end of a course) assessed solely by examinations; the removal of controlled assessment (internal to the school) in particular subjects; limitations to the number and extent of resits; and the introduction of a numerical grading scale at GCSE (9-1) for mathematics and English in 2017 and then rolled out to all subjects in subsequent years. Moreover, restrictions on tiering in GCSEs have also been
introduced. This is a form of differentiation used to provide examination papers of appropriate levels of challenge for all students. For those subjects that use tiering at GCSE there are normally two tiers with exam papers covering differing syllabus content and varied in cognitive demand – the higher tier with associated grades A*-D (9 to 4), and the foundation tier, with associated grades C-G (5-1). Following the latest reforms, tiering has been removed from most subjects.

Reform of GCSEs: Northern Ireland

Northern Ireland has diverged from England in its stated purposes of reform, by focusing on preparation for life and developing young people’s skills, rather than the outcomes of assessments for accountability (CCEA, 2013: 2). The initial policy approach undertaken in Northern Ireland was based on the principle of flexibility and portability was considered a key concern (Perry, 2013); to have examinations equivalent in ‘currency’ in all aspects to their peers in England and Wales. This was because a large proportion of students from Northern Ireland enrol on university courses in England, with 22% of undergraduates doing so in 2011 (HESA, 2013). Northern Ireland schools can choose syllabuses from English and Welsh awarding organisations as well as modular or linear qualifications, which means that they are not restricted to Northern Ireland qualifications only (O’Dowd, 2014). While modular GCSEs remain an option for those studying in Northern Ireland, only one resit opportunity is now allowed per unit (DENI, 2014). Moreover, the use of controlled assessment and tiering has also been reduced (DENI, 2014). Furthermore, Northern Ireland qualifications have retained the letter grading scale (A*-G) and introduced a C* grade to provide equivalency for the grade 5 to be used in England (Weir, 2016).

Reform of GCSEs: Wales
Decisions about reforms from the Welsh Government were based on ‘the best interests of learners’ (Welsh Government, 2012, p.2) and were not ‘allowed to simply emerge through a series of reactions to events or decisions in England’ (ibid. p. 18). This statement reflects suggestions generally that the business of governance in the UK’s devolved administrations primarily consists of deciding whether or not to adopt policies developed in England (Fitz, 2000) and particularly that Wales’s policy-making post-devolution has been criticised for focusing too much on distinguishing itself from England (Reynolds, 2008). However, even given these criticisms, Wales’s approach to qualification reform has differed markedly to that in England, and reflects more those decisions taken in Northern Ireland. Thus in Wales: both modular and linear course structures are now used; decisions about course structure, controlled assessment and tiering have been retained but it is emphasised that they should be used ‘only where there is a clear case for doing so’ (Welsh Government, 2012: 48); limited resits are now allowed per unit; generally early entries in to GCSEs are discouraged; and the current A*-C grade structure has been retained (Welsh Government, 2014).

**Issues in assessment and qualifications policy reform**

In recent years a once relatively everyday area of education provision (national examinations), overseen by awarding organisations in direct communication with schools has become a significant policy frontline (Baird, 2011). Policy proliferation has become more problematic through multiple reforms being carried out in haste because of governments’ general desire to have measurable impact on education within electoral terms (Baird & Lee-Kelley, 2009). In relation to changes in examination systems, while governments may want to see quick results that show considerable changes in standards and practices, tight
timescales can pose significant threats to the validity of examinations (Cadwallader & Tremain, 2013), with insufficient time being allocated to certain stages of the work (e.g. curriculum development, identification of assessment criteria), instability creeping in to the system because of mass change all at once, and possible adverse consequences for students due to changes being introduced live without piloting (Elwood, 2012; 2013; Oates, 2007). Many of the problems experienced within assessment policy reform can be attributed to the increased politicised nature of reform programmes, and the expectation on examination results to fulfil multiple purposes (e.g. individual grades for students, performance measures for teachers and schools) (Cadwallader & Tremain, 2013). Such problems compound the underlying problems in the design of examination systems, impacting on both the reliability and the validity of the final product as well as a lack of clarity over what is expected of key stakeholders (Baird & Coxell, 2009).

In practice, patterns emerge in assessment reform that show results on examinations dipping suddenly when new tests are introduced then improving slowly once teachers and students develop a better understanding of the assessment requirements. Over subsequent assessment sessions results tend to reach a plateau when teachers and students become very familiar with procedures and changes begin to show less variation (Koretz, 2005); performance tending to plateau after approximately three years (Ofqual, 2016). This pattern has been described as the ‘sawtooth’ effect (e.g. Koretz & Barron, 1998; Koretz, 2005; Linn, 1998, 2000). Research around this effect in the UK shows that performances on reformed qualifications are affected in similar ways (Cresswell, 2003; Ofqual, 2015). What is of interest within this current paper, are the repercussions for those students who take the new qualifications in the first year of the reforms. If results dip following major changes to qualifications then what are the consequences for students in terms of grades awarded and the impact of lower than expected
Elwood (2013) emphasises that it is students who disproportionately suffer the effects of successive changes which appear to be driven by ‘ideological and political agendas’ (p. 109). Consequently, Elwood (2013) suggests that young people should have a greater role in the development of qualification policy, to ensure that any reforms really are in their best interests as well as providing crucial information about the ways in which reforms are enacted in practice.

**Students as public policy actors**

Conceptualisations of students as public policy actors call for young people to have their views taken into account in policy decisions that affect them and to be afforded greater opportunities to participate in political life at the public level (Arnott, 2008; Hinton et al., 2008; Tisdall, 2008). A commonly cited reason for involving children in public policy is their right to participation under article 12 of the UNCRC, which asserts children’s rights to participate in decisions which affect them (United Nations, 1989; see also Lundy, 2007). While the UNCRC has been influential and has driven much research in the area of children and participation, the drive for children to be recognised as public policy actors is not only made on a legal basis. As users of public policy, children are affected by reforms to public institutions and policies, and so, it is argued, they should be given the opportunity to participate in decisions regarding change and development (Tisdall, 2008). Underlying this is a shift in perceptions of young people as having the capacity to give valid insights on institutions and services (Arnott, 2008).

In relation to assessment, there have been calls for test-takers’ rights to be taken seriously, in light of potential negative repercussions of testing, as well as significant power imbalances.

---

4 At the time of writing (May 2017) exam regulators in the UK, in attempting to deal with anticipated problems caused by the Sawtooth effect, have committed to using year-on-year ‘comparable outcomes’ to ameliorate any dips in results following the introduction of new qualifications (McDowell, 2017).
between test-takers and highly influential global testing organisations (Shohamy, 2001). Moreover, more democratic assessments which involve users in their production have been proposed (Shohamy, 2001). Furthermore, Pavlou (2008) has suggested that adult test-takers’ consumer rights should also be considered. However, these rights are limited as they pertain to adults and to those designated as ‘consumers’ which is not often the case with children. The UNCRC designates children as rights holders and as such demands that ‘the best interests of the child’ guide decisions with regard to public policy actions that affect children and young people directly (Elwood & Lundy, 2010: 335). With regard to assessment it has been argued that those devising national testing systems should abide by the UNCRC’s core principles and take positive action to ensure that young people’s views are taken into account in assessment decisions (Elwood & Lundy, 2010).

**Student voice and assessment policy**

While the inclusion of young people in policy decision-making is limited at the national level, there are well-established arguments for their inclusion in decisions at a local level within their own educational settings. This work is situated within that on ‘student voice’ which refers to practices that have repositioned the worth of students’ unique perspectives on teaching, learning and schooling more generally (Cook-Sather 2006). Such work has included student participation in: school-level policy decisions (Thompson, 2011; Whitty and Wisby, 2007); teaching and learning decisions at the classroom level (Morgan, 2009); school-level committees alongside teachers and governors (Osberg et al., 2006); advisory groups for research projects with university researchers (Fielding, 2001); and in school and national councils focusing on key aspects of educational life (Davies and Yamashita, 2009).

However, there are shortcomings associated with the work around student voice reflecting the tendency to perceive some students’ voices to be representative of all others (Bragg, 2007;
Thomson, 2011) and assumptions that all student forums are effective and operating normally. Problems with ineffective student bodies can generate scepticism about voice initiatives among students themselves (Alderson, 2000) and indeed can be seen as mechanisms to reinforce student compliance (Fielding and McGregor, 2005). Furthermore, assumptions about a single ‘student voice’ denies diversity and difference in students’ needs and opinions, hiding hierarchies of power and privilege within and across different student groupings (Cook-Sather, 2006). While keeping these limitations in mind many calls have been made over the years for changes in mind-sets, structures and power relations, to support respectful dialogue between students and adults in educational spheres. Such calls have emphasised the potential for student voice to enhance understanding of the impacts and effects of educational policies and practices as they are played out at both institutional and national level (Cook-Sather, 2002; Cullingford, 1991; Fielding, 2001).

More recently, educational assessment research has also highlighted the importance of listening to students’ experiences as an essential component of understanding the impact of national assessment systems (especially those at school-leaving age) on young people (e.g. Baird et al., 2010; Banks & Smyth, 2015; Chamberlain, 2012; Daly et al., 2012; Elwood, 2012; Elwood et al., 2015). Hodgson & Spours (2003, p. 92) highlighted students feeling like ‘guinea pigs’ because of problems associated with reforms to national assessment programmes which play a highly significant role in young people’s lives. Moreover, these studies have provided understandings of students’ views on issues pertinent to assessment development such as variations in (un)reliable marking (Chamberlain, 2012), grade inflation and falling standards (Elwood, 2012) and implementing policy changes directly into ‘live’ examinations (Daly et al., 2012). Furthermore, this research has revealed a sense of disempowerment amongst young people in their lack of influence over ‘higher level decisions’ (Elwood, 2013, p.108) and that ‘ultimately they were the ones most affected if
qualifications systems fail due to instabilities around syllabus and grading changes during examination cycles (Elwood, 2013, p. 108).

Emerging out of some of the studies considered above is a limited realisation by awarding organisations and regulators of the need to include students as participants in some of their own consultations into assessment reform (CCEA, 2013; Welsh Government, 2012; YouGov 2017). Consultations like these present influential audiences for young people’s views to be heard. However, as Elwood (2012) has emphasised, it is often difficult to determine the amount of influence young people have compared to other stakeholders in such consultations. While the involvement of young people is encouraging, it is clear that there is still a great deal to be done.

This paper aims to contribute to progress being made in this area by presenting the views and experiences of young people in the jurisdictions of Northern Ireland and Wales. The vast majority of the research around these issues derives from the English context, and yet the deviations between England, Northern Ireland and Wales in their approaches to GCSE reform set out an interesting case in relation to multiple changes across jurisdictions to ostensibly the same examination. Such changes, we believed, required further investigation.

**Methodology**

This paper draws on an original dataset of Northern Irish and Welsh students’ views and experiences of GCSEs from a large mixed-methods research project (see Elwood, 2017). The methods employed within the study consisted of focus groups (20) conducted with GCSE students aged 15-16 across Northern Ireland and Wales (10 in each jurisdiction; 5-10 participants in each group) as well as a questionnaire survey completed by 1600 GCSE students (901 in Wales; 699 in Northern Ireland). The research aims were to seek out students’ views about a range of different issues relating to GCSEs and their reform, such as
the extent to which they were consulted about qualification reform and their opinions on the recent changes to qualifications in their regions. A particularly innovative aspect of the research instrument development was that it was designed in collaboration with groups of GCSE students who acted as advisors to the research. Working with students in this way reflected a direct children’s rights approach to the research (Lundy & McEvoy, 2012) which aims to build young people’s capacity within the topics under consideration so that they can act as advisors on issues relating directly to the research and to the lives of children and young people. In this case capacity building sessions were delivered for advisory group members in NI and Wales on the purpose of assessment and reforms to GCSEs, as well as research processes such as survey design and data analysis and interpretation. It was important to take such an approach to ensure that the questions asked of the wider student participants were comprehensible, sensible and relevant to them as well as addressing issues that they themselves felt were important to ask of their peers. Moreover, the advisory groups’ advice was key in formulating the capacity-building information, such as infographics on reforms, which were used in the questionnaires. This enabled students to give informed answers to questions, which was important, as very few participants in the focus groups were aware of the changes before the research visit.

Quantitative data from the survey was analysed using SPSS to identify relationships between key variables and patterns of responses of interest to the overall aims. Qualitative data was (i) coded by hand if it came from the open-ended questions on the survey and (ii) transcribed and coded using MAXQDA if it was from the focus groups. In analysing the data, the advisory group members were also involved in looking at anonymised extracts of qualitative data to help code and arrange into themes. Such a process offers new perspectives on ways in which the data can be considered, enhancing the quality of the analysis and the credibility of the findings with young people (Lundy et al., 2011). Students’ analysis supported the
researchers’ interpretations, and helped inform the development of overall emerging themes from the data. While this paper will use both the quantitative and qualitative data to present key findings, it primarily focuses on the latter in order for the reader to ‘hear’ the voices of the young people and their views and experiences of GCSEs more generally. We present what were perceived to be the main issues for them in relation to qualification reform, their views on the changes to the GCSE within the devolved policy contexts as well as the impact of the removal of a common GCSE examination.

**Presentation of the data**

In the presentation of the data below, all extracts are labelled with information about the institution attended by students, the data source from which the extract is derived, e.g. focus group (FG) or open ended question on the survey. Additionally, the region, e.g. Northern Ireland (NI) or Wales will be identified. Where only one student is quoted, the gender will be indicated. The names of all institutions have been replaced with pseudonyms.

**Students’ perspectives on qualification reforms in Northern Ireland and Wales**

*Assessment structures and formats*

As discussed earlier, wide ranging changes to GCSEs have come into play in England, Northern Ireland and Wales including the reduction on the use of controlled assessment, modularity and tiering. These changes have come about after only a few years after their introduction in 2009 (DCSF, 2008) and have been implemented in relative haste given government timeframes for change within parliamentary sessions.

In relation to what students thought about these changes, the survey data suggested that, on the whole, students in NI and Wales were relatively supportive of the decisions taken by the
governments in their regions in relation to the reform of assessment structures and formats. With regards to the decision made in both NI and Wales to retain modularity, at least for some subjects, most students were in favour of keeping modular courses. In fact, as shown in Table 1 below, the majority of students wanted a choice to be available for all, or for only modular courses to be permitted. Very few students preferred the approach taken in England to mandate that all courses be linear.

Table 1 about here

Likewise, the majority of participants in both regions agreed with their governments’ plans to retain controlled assessment (see Table 2). While it was clear that many students had reservations or were unsure about controlled assessment due to the high levels selecting ‘neither agree nor disagree’, only around a tenth of participants indicated that they disagreed with the policy.

Table 2 about here

Approval for the decision to retain tiering was also high, with over two thirds agreeing with their governments’ plans in both regions (see Table 3 below).

Table 3 about here

While there was reasonably high support for the qualification policies taken by NI and Wales, the focus group data showed that students had concerns about a number of issues emerging from these changes relating as well as their exclusion from the policy process. They were apprehensive about the impact of numerous reforms, and in particular, the consequences of the loss of a ‘common’ GCSE examination (from the end of three country regulation) for their future educational and employment opportunities. These will be discussed further below.
Awareness of reforms and impact

From discussions with students in focus groups, there was not a great deal of awareness amongst students about the most recent decisions taken regarding GCSEs, but that many were knowledgeable about previous reforms or had a sense that there had been a number of changes to GCSEs over the last few years. For example, when given information about the current reforms, a student in Northern Ireland asked: ‘Has it not been changed a good few times... has it not been chopping and changing?’ (Male, Devlin High, FG 2, NI). In both regions there was concern about the amount of change in the system and the impact it could have upon individuals, with one NI student noting that ‘GCSEs are the way of having that achievement [to show] what you’re good at, but this will not happen if it changes every time’ (Female, Paulin High, Survey, NI). In Wales, this point was made even more emphatically, with students discussing their cohort as ‘a test year’ for new reforms (Female, Herbert High, FG 2), and another group discussing their experience as akin to being experimented upon:

S1: it’s too much development like every year
S2: we’re just an experiment for the next year basically
INTERVIEWER: an experiment for the next year?
S1: guinea pigs (Waters High, FG, Wales)

There was a sense of disempowerment amongst participants, with students expressing the view that they have no control over the reform process and that decisions are not made in their best interests. In describing themselves as being experimented upon, they echo research which has considered the problem of visiting unpiloted reforms on young people (Oates, 2007). They also resonate with the statements made by young people interviewed by Hodgson and Spours (2003) regarding the reform of A-levels in 2002, who also likened themselves to ‘guinea pigs’, suggesting that little has changed with regards to the ways that students experience qualification reform in the UK over the last decade and a half.

Some students went into more detail about the problems caused by reforms, noting that it was difficult to understand what was expected of them when new specifications were introduced:

‘I do not agree with the exam boards changing the style of their examinations because this sometimes gives us no indication on what to expect in the GCSE exam.’(Male, Follett High, Survey, Wales)
Such statements resonate with research that shows lack of familiarity with new styles of assessment or the requirements of examinations can have a significant impact in the early years of the assessment (Ofqual, 2016). It shows that students can experience problems in understanding the requirements of new specifications and course types, emphasising again possible detrimental repercussions for young people of making changes to ‘live’ national systems.

Students’ responses indicated that they were not only concerned about the immediate consequences for the students in the cohorts who will sit these new qualifications but also the impact on all year groups, causing problems with inter-cohort comparability. This was a key issue for the participants in this study, with students revealing anxiety about the consequences of the changes on many cohorts of young people:

- **S1**: they change too much
- **S2**: like the differences between when our parents did it when our siblings did it and then now when we are doing it they just change all the time
- **S3**: they’re changing by the year and it’s hard
- **S4**: they all mean different things
- **S1**: like the English exam last year was new so the English exam we are doing now our teachers know what to do but last year it just changed so everyone in last year failed or most of them (Waters High, FG, Wales)

Students were aware that they would not only be competing against pupils in their own year groups for educational and employment opportunities in the future, but with others from additional cohorts. They found this lack of consistency in assessment features across year groups concerning, especially if employers did not have sound knowledge of the different assessment arrangements in place for different cohorts, and therefore those who sat more challenging examinations could be disadvantaged.

_I think if it was done then it would have to be like people who are like interviewing you would have to sort of know how you sort of sat the exam like how your exams are set and everything and you they sort of knew more about it than just you got you got an A_ (Male, Herbert High, FG 2)

Thus students considered wide-ranging implications for young people generally with respect to these new reforms. The range of significant consequences emerging from recent changes
created for them a level of instability in the system that was difficult to understand. Students expressed anxieties about the impact and pace of change, seeing those being implemented at the time of the research as simply more change in a steady stream of changes, all of which contributed to problems in how their qualifications would be viewed by selectors for courses and jobs.

*End of a ‘common’ GCSE: loss of three country regulation and students’ particular concerns*

When GCSE was first introduced in 1988, it was described as a common examination for all students (Gipps et. al., 1986). While over the years small differences in specifications might have been apparent, the GCSE maintained a common framework and approach across all three jurisdictions, who worked together to maintain comparability of standards, assessment criteria, awarding practices and stability of the examination. However the new GCSEs coming on stream no longer look the same nor are structured in the same way. This present situation regarding regulation and the ‘look’ and ‘feel’ of the GCSE was one particular aspect of the recent reforms which concerned students to a significant extent. A particularly pertinent issue for students in Northern Ireland was the portability of the new qualifications, perhaps reflecting the fact that a relatively high proportion of students from this region apply for university in England (HESA, 2013). In the focus groups, concern was expressed by those who were considering applying for university or for jobs in England:

*You’d almost worry that like if you ever wanted to try and get a job in England or anything that they would consider like a Northern Irish GCSE to be less relevant than an English one or somehow like insufficient* (Female Heaney Grammar, FG 2, NI)

For participants, changes to the ways that the GCSE was now to be assessed resulted in differences in the skill-sets required to achieve good grades under very different assessment structures, raising questions about the fairness and validity of the qualifications across the
three jurisdictions. For example, there was a perception that modular qualifications in Northern Ireland would not be perceived to be rigorous enough compared to linear qualifications in England, and that NI students would be disadvantaged as a result. The view in both NI and Wales was that standardisation of qualifications across all regions would be best for all students: ‘I think all of Britain should just have the same course so if you’re going for jobs it’s equal’ (Female, Sheers High).

Welsh students also raised concerns about the comparability of the GCSEs that they were studying compared with those in England which was perceived to have a more challenging assessment system:

\[ \text{in England more people will be smarter because... they’re doing it all at the end ... where we’re getting it easier cause we get controlled assessments to do over and over again} \] (Male, Waters High, FG, Wales)

\[ \text{it’s a GCSE so if in three nations who are all taking the GCSE why isn’t it the same as standard?’} \] (Male, Herbert High, FG 3, Wales).

This is particularly pertinent for Welsh students with the land border between them and England, with some of their peers being educated across the border in England and taking very ‘different’ GCSEs. The data here suggests that while students are relatively supportive of modular courses, controlled assessment and tiering, they do not see decisions to remove or retain these features of GCSEs in isolation and balance these decisions with considerations about portability and comparability. Students were extremely concerned at what they saw as decisions which would, in the long term, affect the value of the qualifications they receive as well as their ‘currency’ in an ever competitive education and employment market. Overall, students seem to prefer adaptations to the current system; tweaks rather than extreme changes. In many cases they suggest that problems within assessment systems could be solved by giving students a greater role in determining how they are enacted. It is often not the assessment feature itself that it is perceived to be problematic, but the way it is enacted and the fact that students are not routinely involved in decisions about them. We turn to this issue next.

**Students’ involvement in assessment policy-making**
Some students attributed the problems in the examination system to politicians’ failure to consult them before reforms were implemented. For example, at Sheers High in Wales, one student stated that ‘I think politicians just say right we’re going to do this because I think it’s a really good idea just give me more votes... but they don’t get feedback when they make decisions... ’ (Male, Sheers High, FG, Wales). There was a sense that reforms were sometimes made for political reasons, to win votes, and that the opinions of stakeholders such as young people were thus not considered relevant to the debates:

S1: but I think all of Britain should just have the same courses... cause I think Wales are overcomplicating it

S2: yeah they're trying to be independent with other countries

S3: yeah they're trying to be independent and it’s not benefitting us I don't think

S2: it’s benefitting the politicians because like they gain popularity but it doesn’t really benefit us in any way because

(Sheers High, FG, Wales)

Here students’ views reflect previous research on the politicised nature of assessment policy reform (Baird, 2011; Cadwallader & Tremain; 2013; Elwood, 2013) and a sense that the best interests of young people were not prioritised in the reforms. In a focus group discussion in Northern Ireland, it was argued that the government has ‘made a system that’s not suitable [and] they didn’t know until they put it into practice. They need to know what we think so they know how to adjust it to suit the needs of the best from the youth’ (Male, Friel High, FG, NI). For students, they expressed a sense of injustice that mistakes were made because of students’ exclusion from the policy process. There were two reasons for this. First, because students’ perspectives would help politicians understand how policies are being enacted in practice. The data on students’ experiences of GCSE reform emerging from this project supports this view, showing that qualification features such as controlled assessment and modular courses are enacted in very different ways within different contexts (Barrance &
Elwood, 2018 in press). Thus students suggested that information on their experiences would be of benefit to politicians’ understanding of the process of policy-making as a whole.

Second, the data suggests that by consulting young people, governments can ensure that the qualification system developed reflects what students, as the main users of GCSEs, want from them. This could improve their utilitarian value and create a more fair system as choice and diversity of learning would be taken into account, rather than a ‘one size fits all’ approach.

There was a strong sense that students’ views should be taken into account because they are the ones who are most affected by changes to qualifications:

*because if it’s affecting you – and like other students surely you should be the one to have a say in the decisions?* (Female, Heaney Grammar, FG 1, NI).

Student views on this issue accord with those expressed in the literature on student voice and children as policy participants (discussed earlier). These literatures argue that young people should be consulted because they have a legal right to participation in decisions that affect them (Lundy, 2007), and that without their views policy-makers will not have a complete picture of how their policies will work in practice (Cook-Sather, 2002; Tisdall, 2008).

These findings are also reflected in the quantitative data deriving from the survey. Students were asked ‘how much are you asked your opinion about issues relating to GCSEs, such as those asked during this survey?’ The results can be seen in Table 4 below:

Table 4 about here

As can be seen, the majority of participants in both regions indicated that they were not consulted, or were but only minimally. Moreover, most of the responses in the open-ended box which asked them to give details of who consulted them referred to parents or teachers.
and none referred to national governmental bodies, which indicates that their views had not been collected systematically by such organisations.

While the results of this question suggest that consultation with students on GCSE reforms is not routine, when asked whether they should be asked their opinions about GCSEs, the results were overwhelming positive. Over 90% of students in both regions agreed that students should be consulted on these kinds of issues before changes are introduced. On the whole, there was frustration over how decisions were being made currently by people who were not directly affected by the reforms and a belief that students themselves should have a greater involvement in policy-making. In focus groups from both NI and Wales, students offered ideas for facilitating students’ participation in GCSE policy making:

S1: I think maybe there should be a big vote on it

S2: ...what’s the point in a bunch of people who have went through education... all politicians, arguing, except young people [...] 

S3: well I think you’d have to ask the people who are about to go to do GCSEs - ones in like third year - give them all the options

S4: they may not know

S1: that’s why you have to explain it to them, give them all the options...

S2: they wouldn’t get the absolute 100 per cent final decision

S1: But they’d have an input (Longley High, FG 1, NI)

S1:...it’s us we’re doing it

S2: I think we should be taken into account

S1: I think that there should be more of these [focus groups]

S2: I feel like it’s older people making our decisions when we are the ones being affected by it (Waters High, FG, Wales)
In both these cases, students have suggested that students’ views should be taken into account, one through a democratic process which helps politicians understand students’ views, and another through more consultations such as the focus groups they were participating in. Elwood (2012; 2013) and Elwood & Lundy (2010) have called for a shift in approaches from both governments and awarding organisations as to how they engage with young people on matters of assessment reform and development; the findings from this study support this call with students clearly articulating perspectives on how this could be operationalised. Notably, the views here are not that students should dictate policy, but that they should have ‘an input’ and that their views should be ‘taken into account’, as in keeping with Article 12 of the UNCRC (United Nations, 1989). Moreover, by arguing that young people have a valid contribution to make to the debate on reform, with active participation by adults in providing information and guidance, a considerable shift in the understanding of policy makers, awarding organisations, teachers and school leaders as to the value that listening to young people on these matters can bring, especially to creating sustainable and fair assessment systems.

**Discussion and concluding remarks**

This research has shown that students are able to provide powerful insights on GCSE assessments both across structures and formats as well as how national systems of assessment are enacted within local schools and institutions. These insights have the potential to enhance our understanding of the ways in which national assessment systems are understood by those affected by them most; strengthening the case for the inclusion of students’ views in policy making in qualification reform. The idea that students should be involved in discussions regarding assessment is not new; it is a central principle of formative assessment, fostering students’ engagement and active participation in their learning (Hayward, 2013). However,
what is new from this research, is the strength of concern from students about their lack of involvement in higher-level decisions at a national level regarding changes to key summative assessments that determine their life chances and future opportunities. These findings challenge the view that students should not be consulted on assessment and qualification policies. They show young people with the capacity to make considered judgements and who do not automatically opt for what they perceive as the easiest option. It suggests that perhaps many of the arguments made against consulting young people are based on unfair assumptions about what young people will say; a perpetuation by adults of what Grace (1991, p.202) termed the ‘ideology of immaturity’. Cullingford (1991) articulated very clearly that young people are aware of the huge potential they offer adults in understanding educational issues but that their huge potential continues to go untapped. This is especially so in this research where young people do not see a valuing, by adults, of the potential of their contributions to informing high-risk policy domains such as educational assessment reform.

Students presented constructive ideas as to the ways in which they and their teachers could navigate the myriad of decisions about assessment at this level; they expressed clear wishes to be involved in both national and school-level determinations regarding GCSEs so that decisions made are in their best interests which they feel is not the case at present. Students were sceptical, not so much about what the actual changes were to GCSEs, but about their governments’ reasons for introducing the latest reforms. They suggested that decisions were made for political reasons rather than educational ones, reflecting previous research on the politicised nature of policy-making in educational assessment (Cadwallader & Tremain, 2013). Thus, a sense of powerlessness emanated from students’ responses through criticisms made about the lack of consultation with young people on these matters. Cullingford (1991) eloquently details how young people are conscious of, observe, and discuss, the nature of power and influence in their own educational settings; they may not overtly describe what
they observe and discuss as such, but they are aware of the politics of the social organisations within which they move. In the same vein, students were able to articulate an awareness that the changes introduced would affect them most, and as such ‘power’, in the guise of decision-making, should be shared with them, especially with regard to future systems. The majority of students were unaware of all of the changes to GCSEs, and yet they argued that, as the ones most affected by the reforms, they should be involved in making decisions regarding future assessment policies.

It is important to emphasise that students tended to agree with the substance of their governments’ plans regarding changes to GCSEs; if not their reasoning for them. This is possibly because the reforms to GCSEs in NI and Wales were less radical than those introduced in England, and students tended to approve of the assessment system they were experiencing at the time of the research. The main problem, as students saw it, was that all these changes would remove the ‘common GCSE’ across the three jurisdictions with all the problems of comparability and portability which this raised. Students were concerned about how their different ‘GCSEs’ would now be viewed by HE institutions and future employers and the impact of variations in understanding for their future options. At the time of the research, there was less awareness about the changes also to the labelling of GCSE results (9-1 in England; and the retention of A*-G in NI and Wales) but concerns about this have emerged from other later studies (see YouGov, 2017). Students expressed concern about the nature of policy-making in devolved regions, which they suggested were designed to differentiate policies in their regions from those of England, resonating with suggestions in the policy literature that Wales’s main concern is to distinguish itself from England (Reynolds, 2008). While participants tended to agree with the reforms themselves, it was their lack of any role in contributing to them that was problematic. In common with policy-making in other fields, it may be that a more collaborative model of policy-making (Raffe
and Spours, 2007) with greater involvement of young people in decision-making may have engendered more support amongst young people for the reforms being implemented.

The results of this project are comparable with those detailed in the literature section above that show students as having the capacity to express valid opinions on complex assessment issues (Chamberlain, 2012; Daly, 2012; Elwood, 2012; 2013; Barrance, 2017). In this particular context they showed a strong understanding of how GCSE assessment structures and practices are experienced by them within schools and colleges. Such findings contribute to education policy research that considers policy as being ‘enacted’ (Ball et al., 2012) rather than implemented, showing how students experience assessment reforms in a myriad of ways depending on their locations, schools, teachers and their own interpretation of events.

Students may not have a formal role in assessment policy-making, but as this data has shown they are at the centre of the enacted policies and processes in their local contexts and their ‘lived social participation across all the spheres of their [assessment] interactions (Horgan et al, 2017, p. 275). In this respect they are as much ‘policy actors’ (Ball et al, 2012) as their teachers or school leaders with significant influence over the interpretation and implementation of assessment policy changes.

Findings from this research have the potential to contribute to the field of assessment research by showing that it is very easy to make assumptions about how assessment policy is enacted within institutions, without considering that the practice will be quite different from what we expect. There will be differences in how students experience assessment policy reform and it is these differences that should be made visible to inform both national and international policies as well as institutional practices. The data from this and other studies (Elwood, 2012; Barrance, 2017) highlight how young people feel positioned within assessment regimes and how considering their perspectives on these matters can only improve our knowledge of fundamental assessment practices.
The results of this study suggest that the notion of ‘student voice’ needs to be expanded to accommodate not only the multiple ‘voices’ of students within educational settings (Cook-Sather, 2002) but also the involvement of multiple student voices in national decision-making (Tisdall, 2008) regarding assessment policy. We argue that it is problematic that assessment decisions at both school and national levels tend to be discussed separately, with little recognition of the fluidity between national and local assessment policy. Broadening the concept of student voice to encompass students’ participation in national decisions would also allow for a recognition of the diverse ways in which national governmental policies are enacted in different contexts (Ball et al., 2012), thus enabling a more fruitful, holistic discussion of policies and their impacts, based on students’ accounts. By combining reflections from key concepts in the fields of student voice (Cook-Sather, 2002), children as public policy actors (Tisdall, 2008), and children’s rights (Barrance, 2017; Elwood & Lundy, 2010), we can arrive at a far more nuanced conceptualisation of the experience of national assessment as it is perceived and experienced by young people.
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Table 1: Respondents’ views on their government’s plans to allow both modular and linear GCSE courses, by region

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Only modular courses should be allowed %</th>
<th>Only linear courses should be allowed %</th>
<th>Both linear and modular courses should be allowed %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NI (n=575)</td>
<td>39.1</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>53.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wales (n=783)</td>
<td>28.0</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>62.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Respondents’ level of agreement with their government’s plans to keep controlled assessment, by region

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Disagree %</th>
<th>Neither agree nor disagree %</th>
<th>Agree %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NI (n=579)</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td>74.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wales (n=788)</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>28.2</td>
<td>59.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Respondents’ level of agreement with their government’s plans to retain tiering, by region

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Disagree %</th>
<th>Neither agree nor disagree %</th>
<th>Agree %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NI (n=578)</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>80.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wales (n=788)</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>24.2</td>
<td>65.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Percentages of students’ according to the amount they report being asked about changes to GCSEs, by region

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Not at all %</th>
<th>A little %</th>
<th>Quite a bit %</th>
<th>A lot %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NI (n=571)</td>
<td>33.5</td>
<td>35.6</td>
<td>21.2</td>
<td>9.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wales (n=771)</td>
<td>36.3</td>
<td>42.5</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>6.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>